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                A unique retreat in the heart of Birnam by Dunkeld, Perthshire


Erigmore Leisure Park is located on the site of the old ‘Birnam Wood’, made famous by Shakespeare’s Macbeth. It is minutes from the picturesque villages of Birnam and Dunkeld, situated in the heart of Perthshire and borders the beautiful River Tay. Within easy reach of Edinburgh and Perth, it’s a breathtaking woodland retreat with amazing attractions nearby.

                	11-month season 
	Short drive from Edinburgh and Glasgow 
	Lodge and caravan pitches 
	Swimming and relaxation facilities 
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                Enjoy the peace of the Perthshire countryside

At the centre of the Erigmore estate is the Grand Victorian Baronial Mansion, Erigmore House. Once home to Pre-Raphaelite painter Sir John Everett Millais, the house and its estate now offers a unique holiday experience, with apartments, cottages and holiday homes for hire. Erigmore also has top-class facilities and a world of adventure right on its doorstep; for those wanting to holiday at caravan parks near Perth, Erigmore is a stellar choice. 
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                    Holiday Home Ownership

                    
                        This unique leisure park could be your perfect holiday home location. We have a range of static caravans and lodges for sale, as well as first-class leisure facilities including an indoor pool and lounge bar. Come for a visit and explore the Perthshire countryside.

                    

            



                
                        Find out about ownership
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                Relax and unwind in our premium facilities

Erigmore boasts first-class leisure facilities, with our very own 40ft swimming pool. After a swim, why not treat yourself to a coffee and cake within our cosy lounge bar.

	Indoor heated pool*
	Bar & lounge (closed on Wednesdays)
	9 hole putting green
	Fishing
	Woodland and riverside walks


*Pool times are subject to availability. Please note that the pool is currently closed on a Monday but open for swimming lessons.
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                Park highlights & entertainment

Verdant Vibes is our all-new glistening, shiny entertainment offering and we are certain you are going to love it. Verdant Vibes is in full swing from April - November making sure that there is plenty going on to keep you entertained whilst on park.

You can enjoy a variety of entertainment options and facilities on-park, including:

	Discovery Trail 
	Cash prize bingo
	Visiting Live acts
	Park Tours

            
                    See 2024 live acts
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                    Accommodation

                    
                        Choose from a range of luxury caravan, lodge, cottage and apartment accommodation. You can also take advantage of accommodation with hot tubs, if you want to relax in the sun or on a chilly night.

                    

            



                
                        More on accommodation
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                    Call 01350 727236

            

        

        

                Our Location


Erigmore is located in the village of Birnam by Dunkeld, 15 miles north of Perth, just off the A9.

For SAT NAV we recommend using the postcode PH8 0DN

From the A9 take the road signposted for Birnam, follow the road for a quarter of a mile, then take the right turn onto Woodville. The park will be on your left.

	58 miles from Edinburgh
	70 miles from Glasgow


            
                

                    Opening dates


                        Open all year round




                        Address

                        
                            Erigmore 

                            St. Mary's Road 


Birnam by Dunkeld 


Perthshire 


PH8 0BJ                        

                


                
                    Contact


                        
                            reception.erigmore@verdantleisure.co.uk
                        


                        

                                01350 727236
                        


                            Park map
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                Things to do in Perthshire






There are few holiday parks that can boast such spectacular surroundings and yet be so conveniently located to fantastic attractions and outdoor adventures. Erigmore is close to an array of countryside, towns, and the beautiful city of Perth on the banks of the River Tay. The region is also home to world class golf courses and some of the best fishing in Scotland.
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                            Our stay at Erigmore was just what we were looking for. Lodge superb and cosy. Lovely walks along the river and into Dunkeld. Bar and restaurant friendly with good service and hot food. Swimming pool area was lovely and warm with helpful attendant. Will return again in the future.


                            
                                
                                    Elizabeth Michie
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                            Had a great stay in Erigmore cottage. Loved the accommodation and the hot tub. Everyone we came in contact with were really helpful and friendly. Will return!


                            
                                
                                    Scott Gilmour
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                            Beautiful location. We stayed in one of the platinum caravans, which are perfectly positioned within the park. The Receptionist was very friendly and welcoming, speedy check in too. Lovely swimming pool. Such pretty walks nearby. Will definitely be returning.


                            
                                
                                    Mrs Kelly
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                            We had a lovely weekend away, Caravan was one of the best we stayed in. The area and facilities were fantastic. Will definitely be returning. 


                            
                                
                                    Donna Harley
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                            The setting is stunning with so many beautiful trees around the grounds. The walk along the river from park to town is lovely and means you really feel you are in the country. The staff are lovely and the lodges are really wonderful. 
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                    Take a closer look...

Surrounded by beautiful woodland, just a short walk to Dunkeld, you can enjoy a relaxing holiday in the heart of Scotland. With amazing facilities, and a range of state of the art accommodation including hot tub lodges, Erigmore is the perfect location for your next break.
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                Get in touch


                
                    Our friendly team are waiting to hear from you. Check out our office hours

                


                
                        Enquire about Holidays
                        Enquire about Ownership
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                    Call 03300 535 524
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                Stay in the know!
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